ABSTRACT Due to the increasing potentials and benefits of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in civil and surveillance applications, the cooperative flight using multiple UAVs has attracted more and more attention. However, fault-tolerant cooperative positioning for malfunctions in global positioning system (GPS) is one of the challenges that need to be addressed in various practical applications of UAVs. Motivated by solving this issue, this paper presents a reliable cooperative positioning approach for multiple UAVs cooperative flight by using the geometric azimuth angle and the inclination angle relative to the reference UAVs. In this proposed cooperative positioning system (COPS), these relative angles are measured through radio direction finding equipped on UAVs. With the horizontal dilution of precision of the various reference UAVs carefully analyzed, the optimal reference UAVs set can be first selected. Based on a constant acceleration kinematic model, an extended Kalman filter is then employed to improve the positioning accuracy. A COPS/GPS faulttolerant navigation algorithm is finally developed to accommodate GPS fault. Simulation results are further presented to verify that the proposed algorithm can guarantee satisfactory navigation of the UAVs even when their GPS cannot work.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cooperative flight using multiple UAVs is becoming a research hot due to the increasing demands of using multiple smaller and lower-cost UAVs to replace single, larger, and higher-cost UAV. Examples include spacecraft formation flying [1] , [2] , UAV formation flying [3] , [4] , coordinated rendezvous of UAVs [5] , and coordinated path planning [6] . It should be noted that almost all the existing results are proposed based on a strict assumption, i.e., the navigation systems of UAVs operate normally. However, this assumption would be not satisfied in practical applications. As such, cooperative flight of multiple UAVs in case of faulty navigation subsystem should be addressed [7] - [9] , and it is still an open problem.
It is well-known that reliability should be ensured for any safety-critical systems such as aircrafts and UAVs. In accordance with this, fault-tolerant capability is also required for the UAV navigation systems. This is known as faulttolerant navigation systems (FTNS). It is similar as the role of fault-tolerant control systems (FTCS) [10] - [14] . From the standpoint of FTCS, FTNS are still a new topic. There are few investigations for multiple UAVs of cooperative or formation flight. Currently, there are only several results on fault-tolerant navigation and localization methods for single UAV by integrating INS (inertial navigation system) with GPS [15] , [16] . However, this kind of INS/GPS integrated fault-tolerant navigation system cannot satisfy the demand of long-time cooperative flight when GPS is faulty. To avoid such drawback, more and more attention has been paid to cooperative positioning to improve fault-tolerance of navigation by using relative range and/or relative angle information between UAVs to calculate the position, as suggested in [1] , [2] and [19] . That is because the relative range measurements can be obtained using either ultra-wideband (UWB) radio technology or optical systems [20] , [21] . Moreover, with the development of the radio direction finding (RDF) techniques [23] - [25] , the relative angles between UAVs could be measured and utilized to achieve precise cooperative positioning.
This paper focuses on solving the multiple UAVs cooperative positioning problem in the presence of GPS transient failures by using the relative azimuth angle and the relative inclination angle. The main contributions of the study can be summarized as:
1) The geometric positioning model of the faulty UAV utilizing the relative location to the two reference UAVs, which are selected based on the minimum HDOP principle, is presented.
2) A constant acceleration kinematic model is established and an extended Kalman filter (EKF) is employed to improve the positioning accuracy based on the proposed model. 3) A COPS/GPS fault-tolerant navigation algorithm is developed using a Chi-squared residual testing scheme to accommodate the GPS faults.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the problem to be investigated is formulated. Section III introduces the geometric model of the cooperative positioning system. Section IV describes the COPS/GPS fault-tolerant navigation algorithm of UAVs. Simulation results of applying the proposed algorithm to a multiple UAVs cooperative positioning are shown in Section V to verify the effectiveness of the approach. The paper is ended with conclusions given in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
It is assumed that each UAV is equipped with GPS receiver. The position information of any UAV is shared with each other through wireless communication. Each UAV is equipped with a set of transmitter and receiver of radio direction finding (RDF) to measure the azimuth angle and the inclination angle between each two UAVs. In general, the radio signal is emitted from the RDF transmitter on the faulty UAV and received by the RDF receiver on healthy UAV. The relative angles are decoded by the healthy UAVs and transmitted back to the faulty UAV along with their own current positions. Then, the position of faulty UAV can be calculated according to cooperative positioning model utilizing the relative angle information and the position information of reference UAVs.
In this paper, the number of reference UAVs is assumed to be larger than two. This is the minimum reference UAVs required for cooperative positioning. Accordingly, the reference UAVs can be divided into several reference sets. It means that the cooperative positioning has certain level of information redundancy. Hence, it is necessary to find out the optimal reference UAVs set based on the minimal horizontal dilution of precision (HDOP) to calculate the position of the faulty UAV. To further improve the accuracy of the cooperative positioning, an extended Kalman filter is then employed in each UAV based on a constant acceleration kinematic model. A COPS/GPS fault-tolerant navigation algorithm based on a Chi-squared residual test against GPS fault is finally developed.
III. COOPERATIVE POSITIONING SYSTEM
Each UAV is equipped with a radio direction finder which consists of radio transmitter and receiver. The azimuth angle and the inclination angle among each two UAVs can be measured through radio direction finder. As a result, the relative position of the faulty UAV relative to the reference UAVs can be obtained through geometric interpretation. Then, the absolute location can be calculated by adding the position of reference UAV. Especially, the radio direction finder can measure the relative azimuth angle and the inclination angle regularly under the condition that the range between RDF transmitter and receiver is less than the operating range threshold. This threshold is usually tens of kilometers. In the coordinate frame with the x-axis pointing to the east direction, the y-axis pointing to the north direction, the z-axis determined according to right-hand rule, and the origin selected arbitrarily on the earth, the azimuth angle is defined as the angle of projection of radio transmitting direction in horizontal plane relative to north direction and denoted by ϕ. The inclination angle is defined as the angle of radio transmitting direction relative to horizontal plane and denoted by θ. Figure 1 shows a typical single-directional transmitting radio signal between any two UAVs. The wireless radio signal is transmitted through the antenna of RDF on the ''Transmitter'' UAV. The ''Receiver'' UAV would receive the radio signal which is utilized to recognize the azimuth and inclination angles through RDF. The current position information of the ''Transmitter'' UAV is packed in the radio signal and obtained by the ''Receiver'' UAV.
To obtain the position of a faulty UAV, it necessitates two sets of azimuth angle and inclination angle at least. In this work, the cooperative positioning utilizing two reference UAVs is discussed. Because the number of all the reference UAVs is more than two, there exists one optimal reference UAVs set with minimum error propagation statistically, when considering the different spatial geometric distribution of reference UAVs. In other words, the cooperative positioning system can find out the optimal reference UAVs set from multiple reference UAVs through analyzing the relative azimuth angle, the inclination angle, and the position of reference UAVs. VOLUME 5, 2017 A. MODELING OF THE COOPERATIVE POSITIONING SYSTEM Suppose that the multiple UAVs are flying in the airspace where all the UAVs can communicate with each other. Each UAV can measure the relative angles to the others. Among these UAVs, GPS of one UAV becomes unreliable (now, such UAV is denoted as faulty UAV). However, RDF of this faulty UAV can continue to transmit a radio signal. The other UAVs can receive the radio signal and send the measured relative azimuth angle and inclination angle along with their current positions back. Figure 2 illustrates a simplified distribution of multiple UAVs with the faulty UAV denoted by U f and the reference UAVs denoted by U r i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n). The faulty UAV has a relative geometric relationship with each reference UAVs, as we can see in Fig. 1 . All the reference UAVs can position themselves through GPS using received signals from satellites and can share their positions with the faulty UAV. Let the positions of the reference UAVs and the faulty UAV be denoted as X i = ( x i y i z i ) T , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and X = ( x y z ) T , respectively. The relative inclination angle and the azimuth angle are denoted by θ i and ϕ i , respecitvely, where subscript iindicates the relative relationship between faulty UAV and reference UAV U r i . The range vector from reference UAV to faulty UAV is denoted by r i = (x r i y r i z r i ) T . Taking U r 1 and U r 2 as the reference UAVs for convenience of modeling in the following sections, two corresponding sets of inclination angles and azimuth angles are (θ 1 ϕ 1 ) and (θ 2 ϕ 2 ). Because these angles cannot directly derive the position of faulty UAV, the range vector r 1 and r 2 are calculated as:
where ( x r 1 y r 1 z r 1 ) and ( x r 2 y r 2 z r 2 ) represent the relative triaxis variations of two reference UAVs' positions in the inertial coordinate frame, respectively. By using the measured azimuth angle and inclination angle, these three relative variations can also be explicitly obtained as:
where
Although the relative distance ||r i || between the faulty and the reference UAV i is unknown, the relative location between two reference UAVs can be calculated by comparing their positions provided by GPS receiver. The relative range vector r 12 between U r 1 and U r 2 can be determined as:
According to Eqs. (1)- (4), Eq. (5) can be re-written into the following matrix/vector form:
where S 12 ∈ 3×2 , χ ∈ 2 , and r 12 ∈ 3 . The solution χ of Eq. (7) can be obtained through least square method. Multiplying S T 12 to both sides of Eq. (7) leads to
The least square solution can be obtained by:
To guarantee the existence of a solution χ , matrix S 12 should satisfy the following condition:
The least square solution gives out the two relative ranges between the faulty and the reference UAV. Hence, the position of faulty UAV can be calculated according to
which implies that the position of the faulty UAV can be calculated by using the position and the relative range of either U r 1 or U r 2 .
B. MODELING OF THE HORIZONTAL COOPERATIVE POSITIONING SYSTEM
Assume that there is one scenario, i.e., all the UAVs are flying in the same constant height. The relative inclination angle between any two UAVs equals to zero. Then, Eq. (3) can be simplified as:
Then, the range variable ||r i || can be eliminated by introducing the tangent function of azimuth angle
If the solution of Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) exists, then the position of faulty UAV can be derived as
Therefore, the following condition should be satisfied to guarantee existence of the solution.
C. OPTIMAL POSITIONING IN HORIZONTAL PLANE
It is worth mentioning that all the relative angles are measured with noises. Different spatial geometric distributions lead to different error propagation. It is necessary to determine the optimal reference UAVs set based on a horizontal geometric positioning model. Taking the combination of reference UAVs U r 1 and U r 2 as example, the azimuth measurement can be written from Eqs. (13)- (14) into the following nonlinear form:
where the vector X = ( x y ) T is the horizontal position coordinate of the faulty UAV to be determined, = ( ϕ 1 ϕ 2 ) T is the relative azimuth angles between the faulty UAV and either of two reference UAVs, f (X) = ( f 1 (X) f 2 (X) ) T indicates the arctangent function, and V = ( v 1 v 2 ) T is the Gaussian white noise with zero-mean:
In this paper, the optimal position is considered as the one whose radial error tends to be the minimum. To determine optimal positioning, the index of minimum variance estimation is defined as:
where ( x y ) is the position of the faulty UAV, and (xŷ ) is the estimated position based on the relative angle measurement.
Because the relationship between the measurement and the position X is nonlinear, the Taylor series expansion can be introduced:
where H.O.T stands for ''higher-order terms'', and it can be omitted. By introducing the following variables:
Equation (20) can be written as:
Since the matrix F in Eq. (24) is nonsingular, its solution can be obtained as:
where F ∈ 2×2 is partial differential Jacobian matrix of function f ,
The mean squared error matrix is calculated by:
The horizontal dilution of precision (HDOP), as the optimal index, is defined as the trace of mean squared error matrix, and it is shown as:
According to the implication of the index as given by Eq. (19) or Eq. (28), the radial error tends to be smaller while the HDOP is calculated to be smaller. Consequently, the position in corresponding to the two reference UAVs with minimum HDOP, would be theoretically chosen as the optimal positioning with smallest error propagation.
D. EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER FOR COPS
The two optimal referenced UAVs can be selected with most minor error propagation according to the minimum HDOP principle. However, the measurement errors and noises still need to be processed for high accuracy navigation. To achieve this objective, an extended Kalman filter is employed to improve the positioning accuracy. Based on dead reckoning equations, a kinematic model can be obtained to predict the future position, velocity, and heading. The state variables at time k − 1 can be expressed as:
After a short sampling period of T , the states at time k can be calculated according to Newton's laws of motion, and it is given by:
where x k and y k are the position coordinates in east and north directions, respectively. v e k and v n k are the velocity in east and north direction, respectively. a k is the acceleration, ψ k is the heading of UAV, ω k is the heading rate, and W k−1 is the input noise with variance of Q k−1 . Note that the acceleration and the heading rate are assumed to be equal during the sampling period of T . Since the extended Kalman filter requires the state transition matrix to calculate variance propagation, the transition matrix can be derived as Jacobian matrix of kinematic model as:
The predicted state and the variance propagation of the kinematic model is updated according tô
where P k−1 is the mean-squared variance matrix of state estimation. To obtain more accurate state estimation, new measurements at each sampling period are employed to correct the predicted state of kinematic model. The measurements include the relative angles, velocity, and heading. According to the geometric model of cooperative positioning, the relationship between the relative angle and the position of the faulty UAV is nonlinear. Hence, the observation equation can be expressed by:
where ( x 1 k y 1 k ) and ( x 2 k y 2 k ) represent the positions of two reference UAVs, respectively. V k ∈ 4 represents the measurements noise with zero-mean and variance of R k ∈ 4 . The relative angles ϕ 1 k and ϕ 1 k are measured by RDF. The velocity v k is measured by pitot (The atmosphere wind is ideally considered as still in this paper). The heading angle ψ k is measured by using magnetic compass (MC) and inertial measurement unit (IMU). Through correction of residual of measurement errors, the state estimation can be obtained aŝ
where the matrix K k is the weight of observation residual. It contains variance propagation of the kinematic model and variance of measurement errors. Based on the weight matrix, the variance matrix can be derived as:
To this end, the extended Kalman filter can be achieved through combining Eqs. (32)-(33) and Eqs. (35)-(37).
IV. DEVELOPMENT OF COPS/GPS FAULT-TOLERANT NAVIGATION ALGORITHM
During a cooperative flight mission, the UAVs are all equipped with a set of GPS and COPS. Generally, a UAV is navigated through GPS whose accuracy can be improved through employing extended Kalman filter. The COPS can be viewed as a backup navigation system when GPS is extremely unreliable. Now, COPS would replace GPS to obtain position information. In addition, the outputs of GPS and COPS are combined in one master filter to get more reliable position information. A fault-tolerant navigation algorithm is proposed through combining GPS and COPS, as shown in Fig. 3 . This algorithm involves two integrated sub-filters for GPS and COPS individually with an EKF, both of which can provide fault information. The states estimation and fault states of two sub-filters are then integrated in the master filter to diagnose fault and obtain integrated state estimationχ.
A. EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER FOR GPS
The EKF is employed to improve GPS positioning accuracy and detect any potential GPS fault. The kinematic model to be utilized is Eq. (32). Since GPS directly provides position measurements which are different from RDF, the observation equations of GPS should be separately discussed. The observation variables include the position information given by GPS, the velocity, and the heading measurements. It is written by
Then, the observation equation can be written as:
where V g k is Gaussian white noise with zero-mean and variance R g k , and the observation matrix is given by: With the given observation equation and matrix substituted in five filter equations in Section III.D, the EKF can be implemented for GPS.
B. FAULT DETECTION USING RESIDUAL CHI-SQUARED TEST
In this paper, the COPS is assumed to be always reliable. GPS fault can be detected through assessing the residual of EKF. This residual is defined as the difference between the predicted state and the measurements, and it is given by:
The state estimationχ k/k−1 is obtained as position ( x k/k−1 y k/k−1 ) according to Eq. (32) and always corrected by EKF to restrain the accumulative error from the input noise of kinematic model Eq. (30) with zero-mean. Therefore, the residual is mainly determined by the abnormal error contained in observation Z k . When no fault occurs, the residual is small and close to zero. In case of a fault, the residual becomes larger and changes to non-zero-mean. The variance of the residual can be defined as:
where P k/k−1 , R k are the covariance matrix of the state vector error and measurement noise, respectively. The test statistics can be defined as:
where λ k is a Chi-squared distribution with a degree of '2'. The fault diagnosis rule is designed as:
The constant threshold χ 2 m,α is determined according to the Chi-square table which is based on confidence level of (1−α). Here, α is the probability of a false alarm.
The variance of the residual contains the variance of both the predicted state and the measurements. When no fault occurs, the variance of measurements is constant. According to Eq. (33), the variance of predicted state consists of the transfer of variance of state estimation in previous step and variance of process noise. However, the time-varying variance of state estimation is far less than Q k , thus can be ignored in k . Accordingly, one can re-write (34) as:
where H k , Q k and R k are all diagonal matrices with equivalent elements. Therefore, the variance of the residual k is a diagonal matrix with equivalent elements ε k . Applying Eqs. (44)- (46) and letting the hypothesis testing statistics be the constant threshold, the fault detectable in meters can be estimated as
where ε k is the sum of the equivalent diagonal elements of Q k and R k .
C. MASTER FILTER AND FAULT DIAGNOSIS
This module consists of fault diagnosis and master filter, separately responsible for diagnosing, isolating fault and integrating state estimations of GPS sub-filter and COPS subfilter. The fault is mainly identified according to Eq. (45). In practical applications, the probability that both GPS and COPS become unreliable at the same time is very low. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that at least one sub-filter is reliable. These two sub-filters have different estimation error variance matrices, which can be used as a weighting coefficient for combining state estimates from above two sub-filters. Because the estimated states by master filter will be fed back, the fault-tolerant capability of the master filter is required to be relatively high so that the predicted position accuracy of kinematic model would not be severely deteriorated. Here, the fault state λ k is viewed as reliability measure of corresponding state estimation, which can also be introduced as the weight of state estimation. Then, the combination of the above two state estimates can be written as:
where P G , P C are estimation error variance matrix of GPS and COPS, respectively. λ G , λ C are the Chi-squared test statistics of GPS and COPS, respectively. This combination VOLUME 5, 2017 considers not only the accuracy indicated by P G and P C , but also the reliability represented by λ G and λ C , which can be used to aid diagnosis. Note that before combining the state estimations, the test statistics is diagnosed. Once a fault is identified to be true, the corresponding state estimation is isolated, and the other state estimation will be adopted as the position of faulty UAV. 
V. SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
To simulate the cooperative flight of multiple UAVs, the dynamic model of UAV is adopted according to [14] . It is assumed that five UAVs are flying in the horizontal plane. One UAV's GPS becomes unreliable during the cooperative flight. Through RDF, whose measurement precision is 0.1 degrees, the faulty UAV tries to position itself through cooperative positioning system. The way points of five UAVs are listed in Table 1 . Figure 4 depicts the authentic flight trajectory of five UAVs. In simulations, it is assumed that GPS fault occurs in the UAV5, and the other four UAVs are all reference UAVs to assist cooperative positioning. Once the GPS fault is confirmed, the corresponding UAV will never act as reference UAV.
FIGURE 5.
The HDOP values of six reference UAV sets (U ij means reference set of U i and U j ).
A. COOPERATIVE POSITIONING UNDER COPS CASE
According to the flight trajectories given in Fig. 4 , the UAV #5 tries to accomplish navigation only by using COPS. Since there are totally four reference UAVs, six sets of possible reference UAVs can be obtained. Applying the minimum HDOP principle, the optimal solution of the faulty UAV's position can be obtained. By comparing various HDOP values shown in Fig. 5 , it is evident that the HDOP values of U12, U14, U23, and U34 are very close to each other. It is about 5 m 2 . This is far smaller than U13 that varies from 250 to 400 m 2 . Comparing the included azimuth angles of above five reference sets as shown in Fig. 6 , the included azimuth angles of the previous four UAV sets are close to 90 or 270/-90 degrees, while U13 close to 180 degrees. In addition, both the HDOP value and the included azimuth angle of U24 are between the previous four reference sets (U12, U14, U23 and U34) and U13. It can be concluded that when the difference of two azimuth angles of one reference set is closer to kπ , the HDOP value tends to be larger.
For various reference sets, statistics of observation error are listed in Table 2 . The worst statistics belongs to the U13 whose HDOP value is largest, which seems to be unreliable. U23 and U34 have the smallest mean of radial error, and their HDOP values tend to be smallest. U12 and U14 possess better statistics than U24. It is consistent with the HDOP value. One additional conclusion can be obtained is that the positioning error tends to be smaller as the HDOP value of one reference UAV set is smaller. Figure 7 records the minimum HDOP selected from six various HDOP values as shown in Fig. 5 . Based on this, the optimal positioning information can be obtained. The detailed observation and estimation errors are shown in Fig. 8 . It demonstrates the observation error of COPS is not precise enough, since the absolute errors in the east and the north directions maximize almost to 50 m, and for radial error, the mean value is calculated to be 19.24 m as shown in Table 2 . Although the optimal observation position is selected based on minimum HDOP value, it can still be optimized by applying extended Kalman filter. The superior estimation error is achieved as shown in Fig. 9 . The eastern and the northern errors are both restrained within (-5, 5) m. The mean value in radial direction has been reduced to 2.13 m. It is about one-tenth of the original observation error.
B. FAULT-TOLERANT COOPERATIVE FLIGHT UNDER GPS FAULT CASE 1) CASE #1: ONLY ONE UAV LOST GPS SIGNAL
In this case, all the five UAVs are flying in a normal mode at the beginning. A GPS fault occurs to UAV5 at later. The COPS is assumed to be reliable. About 300 seconds flight is simulated. This period is seprated in three time intervals: (21, 80) seconds, (101, 160) seconds, and (201, 280) seconds, respectively. Three kinds of GPS faults are introduced. Figure 10 shows three kinds of GPS faults: from the time 21 seconds to 80 seconds, the measurement error increases gradually which may not be identified by fault diagnosis scheme. From the time 101 seconds to 160 seconds, this kind of error presents random noise with large amplitude and large variance, and the diagnosis result may vibrate as 'true' or 'false'. From time 201 seconds to 280 seconds, the error is introduced with significant drift, and it can be precisely identified to be faulty. To check the sensibility of fault diagnosis scheme to GPS measurement error, the threshold value for fault diagnosis rule is set as 41.45, which is determined according to the Chi-square table to guarantee confidence level high enough. The probability of false alarm α is no larger than 10 −9 and the variance of GPS measurements in east or north direction is set as 25 m 2 . Then, the minimum threshold of radial error is estimated about 32.5 m according to Eq. (47).
The diagnosis results of GPS fault as shown in Fig. 11 indicate that gradually increasing GPS position error from 21 seconds to 80 seconds cannot be identified as faulty. On the contrary, the healthy GPS positioning from 81 seconds to 100 seconds is diagnosed as faulty. Through observing the estimation error, it is easy to explain that since the error of integrated state estimation increases along with GPS error and then the integrated state estimation fed back to the kinematic model leads the prediction error to be increased. Therefore, the residual seems 'normal' as GPS error and prediction error grow at the same time. Then, when GPS returns to be healthy, the residual between the deviated predicted position of the kinematic model and the position of healthy GPS is large, and as a result, healthy GPS is mistakenly identified as faulty. The subsequent error after 100 th second decreases to be normal, since the GPS fault is precisely detected and the state estimation of COPS is selected as navigation information according to diagnosis results.
The fault diagnosis through threshold comparison is effective to handle the fault with abrupt abnormal positioning error. However, if the position error increases gradually, the fault may not be recognized immediately, and the feedback of state estimation will affect the predicted position of the kinematic model. As a result, the predicted position varies along with the gradually increasing position error. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 11 . The purpose of generating such a large e fault scenario which covers abrupt and gradually increasing types of faults is to test capability and limitation of the developed fault diagnosis scheme for GPS faults handling.
In this paper, the master filter introduced in Section IV.C is designed for the problem of wrong fault diagnosis as shown in Fig. 11 . The diagnosis results of GPS fault are shown in Fig. 12 . The increasing error can be finally identified after a time delay of about 27 seconds. From time 81 seconds to 100 seconds, the problem of identifying healthy GPS as faulty is resolved. Even though the increasing error cannot be detected immediately, the error of integrated state estimation is reduced through combining state estimations of COPS and GPS. As GPS error increaseing, the reliability of GPS will decrease. The weight of GPS becomes lower according to Eq. (46) and the weight of COPS becomes relatively higher. Then, the error of integrated state estimation becomes smaller than GPS error. The difference will be larger and larger as GPS error keeps increasing gradually. Once the difference is large enough, the residual of GPS position can be detected and diagnosed as faulty, and the state estimation of GPS will be isolated. Once GPS fault is detected, the position provided by COPS will be selected as integrated state estimation through employing an extended Kalman filter. Overall, the integrated estimation errors are well restrained within -5 m to 5 m in East and North directions, and 0 to 5 m in the radial direction as shown in Fig. 12 . This is reliable enough for navigation.
2) CASE #2: TWO UAVS LOST GPS SIGNAL
In the preceding case, the simulated experiment indicates that the continuous increasing error in GPS could be diagnosed but with a time delay of about 27 seconds. During this time delay, the undiagnosed ''healthy'' UAV might be adopted as referenced by any other UAV. Hence, such a situation is assumed as two UAVs, U3 and U4, suffered identical GPS abnormity at the same time. The GPS error is modeled as the same as in Fig. 10 , but errors from 100 seconds to 150 seconds are replaced as drift error. Three methods are applied to the UAVs' positioning respectively: M#1) KF for GPS, M#2) integrated KF for GPS/COPS with estimation variance weighted, and M#3) combined KF for GPS/COPS with hypothesis testing statistics λ and estimation variance P k weighted as proposed in this paper.
The fault status results illustrated in Fig. 13 show that the method M#3 proposed by this paper diagnosed the increasing GPS error earlier than method M#2 despite a time delay, and method M#1 cannot diagnose GPS as faulty from 20 seconds to 80 seconds but as 'faulty' at time 81 seconds falsely. The rest drift error can be diagnosed by three methods. On the other hand, the radial error is evidently reduced by applying the proposed method M#3 compared to method M#2. Since the estimation variance describes the long-term statistical feature of state estimation but the test statistics focuses on current quality, the proposed method M#3 can reduce the abnormal error immediately. The reduced errors contained in position estimation guarantee well the predicted position error smaller than GPS error, and the COPS in other UAVs would not be severely influenced when referring to the faulty UAV. Thus, though two UAVs suffered GPS errors at the same time, the proposed method in this paper can also guarantee the accuracy of position estimation and successfully diagnose faulty GPS.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Using the relative angle information among UAVs, the multiple UAVs cooperative positioning has been achieved in the presence of GPS fault occurring to one of the multiple UAVs during cooperative/formation flight. Using the minimum horizontal dilution of positioning principle, the positioning accuracy is well guaranteed through finding out optimal position with relatively smallest observation error. Extended Kalman filter is employed to optimize the observation position of the faulty UAV and good accuracy has been achieved. By simulating cooperative flight of multiple UAVs in the presence of GPS fault, the proposed COPS/GPS fault-tolerant navigation algorithm is proved to be effective. Although the results are obtained in horizontal plane, this method can be easily extended to the three-dimensional space. As one of future works, based on the fault tolerant positioning approach proposed in the paper, fault tolerant controller design for multiple UAVs formation flying with system uncertainty, external disturbance, and input saturation, should be carried by referring to the results in [25] - [30] .
